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1. Consider Splitting Primary Beneficiaries With the “death of the stretch” for non-spousal
IRA beneficiaries (with a few uncommon exceptions, including chronically ill and disabled),
it may be prudent to name a child and the surviving spouse as the primary beneficiaries.
This assumes the surviving spouse has enough non-IRA assets to live. If you have a $2
million IRA, a surviving spouse can stretch his/her 50% interest over his/her lifetime and a
40-year-old child can start his/her 10-year distribution on $1 million instead of $2 million
had the child only inherited on the surviving spouse’s death. When the surviving spouse
passes, the child will have a new 10-year period on the other half of the IRA. This could
substantially increase the distribution period and, therefore, reduce the tax bill.

2. Look at Using Charitable Trusts to Generate Longer Streams of Income. A charitable
remainder trust (CRT) is an estate planning tool that can be created either during your
lifetime or upon your death. If you are charitably minded, you can create the CRT now
and donate assets but also create an income stream while you are alive. This involves
donating appreciating investments to a trust, skipping the immediate exposure to the
capital gains on a sale, getting a charitable income tax deduction in the year of
contribution, and generating an income stream to the grantor. On death, the remainder
is given to charities of the grantor’s choice.
After the SECURE Act, you can name a CRT as an IRA beneficiary and rather than name the
grantor as the lifetime non-charitable income beneficiary, you name your child as the
income beneficiary. This would allow that child to stretch the distributions out for more
than 10 years. At the death of the child or the end of the term of the trust (i.e. 20 year
maximum), the money will pass to the designated charities. Another alternative is to leave
the IRA to the surviving spouse so he/she can do a “spousal rollover” and stretch the IRA
over his/her life expectancy, and have the survivor create a testamentary CRT upon his/her
death with the child as the income beneficiary for life or a maximum 20-year term, and
then pass same to the designated charities.
You may also want to simply name a charity as the beneficiary of the IRA and use life
insurance to replace the economic value of what is given to the charity. That way, your
family will receive the equivalent value of the IRA and receive the life insurance death

proceeds income tax free and over their lifetime if the insurance is held in an insurance
trust! But, even if a CRT is preferred, that plan can still be paired with a life insurance trust
to replace the value of the assets ultimately passing to charity under the CRT requirement.
3. Consider Making Roth IRA Conversion. Generally speaking, for many individuals the
low-income tax years will be between retirement and age 72 when RMDs must begin. So,
conversion of your traditional IRAs to Roth IRAs between that sweet spot may be optimal
timing! Your tax bill will be lower during that time period than it will be after age 72 when
RMDs kick in, so making the conversion pre-72 may be less costly! With a Roth IRA there
are no RMDs for the owner-participant and the money passes tax-free to the downstream
beneficiaries, but the Roth IRA will be subject to RMDs for those downstream beneficiaries!
Stated differently, with a Roth IRA acceleration does not increase taxes since the
distributions are tax-free. The acceleration just means loss of future tax-free growth due
to the 10-year payout.
4. Revise or Get Rid of the Trust Earmarked to Receive Your IRA. If a trust for the IRAs is
not necessary for asset management purposes and/or to protect against spendthrifts
taking more than the RMDs, then consider not naming a trust as a beneficiary!
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